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The Intergenerational Foundation 

 
The Intergenerational Foundation (www.if.org.uk) is an independent, non-party-political charity 
that exists to protect the rights of younger and future generations in British policy-making. 
Whilst increasing longevity is to be welcomed, our changing national demographic and 
expectations of entitlement are placing increasingly heavy burdens on younger and future 
generations. From housing, health and education to employment, taxation, pensions, voting, 
spending, transport and environmental degradation, younger generations are under increasing 
pressure to maintain the intergenerational compact whilst losing out disproportionately to 
older, wealthier cohorts. IF questions this status quo, calling instead for sustainable long-term 
policies that ensure younger and future generations are better protected by policy-makers. 
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19 Half Moon Lane, 
London, 
SE24 9JS 
www.if.org.uk 
info@if.org.uk 
07971 228823 
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Key Recommendations 
 

This Budget submission contains a number of key recommendations for how we can make the 

British tax system more intergenerationally fair. In particular, there are two tax reliefs which we 

believe ought to be either abolished or modified substantially: 

 

 Exempting people who work beyond State Pension Age from paying primary National 

Insurance Contributions (NICs) 

 

 Allowing pensioners to draw up to 25% of the value of their private pension savings as a 

tax-free lump sum 

 

This document explains why these two forms of tax relief are so unfair, and then briefly 

proposes how they could be modified and how much additional revenue this would be likely to 

raise for the Exchequer.  

 

 NIC exemption: Levying primary NICs on all workers who remain in the labour force 

beyond State Pension Age could raise up to £2 billion per year, according to Treasury PAYE 

data 

 

 Lump sum tax relief: Capping the amount which pensioners can claim in cash terms, and 

then gradually phasing out all tax relief on pension lump sums so that people are not 

encouraged to run down their pension savings faster than they would otherwise, could 

eventually raise over £9 billion per year, according to independent estimates. This would 

primarily come from pensioners paying more in income tax as they would have higher 

pensions from purchasing more valuable annuities.  

 

We conclude by outlining the key reasons for why the Treasury should be concerned about 

increasing intergenerational fairness in its economic policy-making , which is a goal that these 

tax reforms would help to achieve.  
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Introduction: 

Age and the UK tax system 
 

Young people in Britain today face an enormous economic burden. Currently suffering because 

of declining real wages, record housing costs and the shortage of jobs, they are also on course to 

become the victims of Britain’s pension saving crisis and the high tax burden that caring for an 

ageing population and paying off our colossal debts will demand as they get older. Many of these 

problems are extremely complicated and will require concerted action over a long period of 

time to deal with; for example, the cost of housing can only be reduced over the long term if 

Britain dramatically increases the supply of new housing units to levels which haven’t been seen 

since the 1960s and 70s – an important goal, but one which it clearly lies beyond the scope of a 

single budget to achieve.  

 

However, it would be possible to implement a number of small changes which would do a great 

deal to promote intergenerational justice. In particular, the ways in which the UK tax system 

disadvantages young people at the expense of the older generation should be addressed. The set 

of problems facing young people – which are outlined in more detail in the final section of this 

report –argue strongly that if the government is going to distribute age-related tax breaks then 

it would make sense to target them at young people and families, as this is where household 

poverty and the impacts of austerity are concentrated. However, the current system actually 

gives age-related tax breaks to older people instead, at significant cost to both intergenerational 

fairness and the public purse.  

 

Two of the most important age-related tax breaks under the current system are the exemption 

from having to pay employee national insurance contributions beyond state pension age, and 

the tax relief on pension lump sums. Both are intergenerationally unfair because they imply a 

transfer of resources from the young in order to benefit the old, and socially regressive as they 

are likely to particularly benefit wealthier members of the older population. Given Britain’s 

ageing demographic profile, more and more tax revenue will be lost by the Treasury if these 

measures are allowed to persist in their current form.  

 

This Budget submission will now outline how both of these tax breaks could be reformed to 

increase intergenerational fairness, and the amounts of money which this is likely to raise for 

the Treasury.  
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Recommendation 1: 

Make people who work beyond state pension age 

pay National Insurance Contributions (NICs) 
 

One of the biggest age-related discrepancies within the current UK tax system is that people 

stop being required to pay primary National Insurance contributions once they reach state 

pension age.  As Britain’s workforce is ageing, this means that more and more older workers are 

now benefitting from what is, in effect, a publicly subsidised increase in their wages which is 

paid for by younger workers.  

 

It could possibly be argued that exemption from NICs for people above state pension age was 

easier to justify when the number of workers affected was still relatively small. However, this is 

clearly no longer the case: the proportion of both men and women working beyond State 

Pension Age increased by nearly a third between 1993 and 2012 (Fig.1). The ONS estimated that 

at least 1.4 million people were working beyond State Pension Age in 2011, although this figure 

has not subsequently been updated.1  

 

 
Fig.1 Proportion of men and women employed beyond State Pension Age, Q3 1993–Q3 20122 

 

As Britain’s population is ageing, and the government is trying to encourage older workers to 

remain in the labour force for longer, the number of workers who benefit from this discrepancy 

looks set to increase. Although the State Pension Age for both men and women is being 

increased, this is still being phased-in fairly gently, so a large number of people who are above 

State Pension Age are set to benefit from the unfairness of the present system during the next 

decade unless action is taken to reform it.  

 

                                                           
1 ONS (2012) Older workers in the labour market, 2012 Newport: ONS 
2 ONS (2013) Pension Trends – Chapter 4: The Labour Market and Retirement, 2013 Edition Newport: ONS 
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The current exemption that people who work beyond State Pension Age receive is flawed for 

several reasons. These are outlined below: 

 

1) It disproportionately benefits men who work in high-paying occupations 

 

Fig.1 shows that there has been a persistent gap between men and women in their rate of 

employment beyond State Pension Age. Although this appears to have narrowed over the last 

couple of years, this may simply be a short-term consequence of the recession. According to the 

ONS, there is also a marked contrast in the types of work which men and women who work 

beyond State Pension Age (SPA) tend to undertake:  

 

“The most common jobs that women undertake at or after their SPA include elementary 

occupations (such as cleaners), administrative positions and work within the professional 

occupations. For men the most common jobs include: managers, directors and senior officials; 

professional occupations; and the skilled trades.”3 

 

As primary NICs are earnings-related (i.e. they are levied as a proportion of income above the 

qualifying threshold), it is more beneficial to higher earners to be exempted from them. This 

means that the current policy provides the largest subsidy to the highest earners among those 

who work beyond State Pension Age, making it highly regressive. 

 

2) It amounts to an overnight pay rise 

 

It might be possible to justify the current policy on the grounds that it increases labour market 

flexibility for older workers, for example if workers who have left the labour market are 

encouraged to return to it by finding new jobs. However, data on the length of employment 

tenure in their current job for people who work beyond State Pension Age suggests that this is 

not what happens in reality (Fig.2). 

 

 
Fig.2 Length of time people who worked beyond State Pension Age had been employed by their current 

employer, Q2 20124 

                                                           
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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Fig.2 suggests that the vast majority of people who remain employed beyond State Pension Age 

simply remain with the same employer who they were with before, meaning that they are 

effectively given a free salary increase overnight when they cross that threshold.  

 

People who work beyond State Pension Age will also benefit from age-related travel 

concessions which can enable them to travel to work free of charge. Previous research by IF has 

shown that the total value of transport fare concessions which are used for travelling to work 

free of charge is at least £71 million each year; among over-60s who use the London 

Underground or Overground rail service, 1 in 4 is making a commuter journey for free.5 

Combined with the fact that they become exempt from NICs, highly-paid senior professional 

workers suddenly receive an increase in their take-home pay which can be worth thousands of 

pounds simply for continuing with their previous working routine once they reach State 

Pension Age, because the state starts paying the cost of their primary NICs and their commute to 

work for them. In a time when the government has to make cutbacks in other areas of public 

expenditure, this does not seem like a fair or reasonable use of public money.  

 

Potential revenue: £2 billion per year 

 

This estimate was included in a report published by the Free Enterprise Group of Conservative 

Party MPs in July 2012, and is based on PAYE data taken from HM Treasury.6 Levying primary 

NICs on people who work beyond State Pension Age is unlikely to act as a disincentive for older 

people to remain in the labour force, as Fig.2 shows that the vast majority of them are just 

carrying on in the jobs they held previously. This would also make the implementation 

challenges fairly minimal, as most of them are likely to be within the PAYE system already. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                           
5 Leach, Jeremy (2013) Fare Concessions for Older People: Identifying the Numbers London: IF 
6 Free Enterprise Group (2012) Policy Bites: Seven Shots in the Arm of Britain, London: Free Enterprise 
Group 
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Recommendation 2:  

Reduce tax relief on private pension lump sums 
 

Pensioners are able to take a tax-free “lump sum” out of their private pension saving when they 

begin drawing their pension which can be worth up to 25% of the total value of the fund. This is 

a highly regressive and unfair form of tax relief, for the following reasons: 

 

1) It gives more away to wealthier pensioners 

 

It stands to reason that wealthier people are likely to have more valuable private pension 

savings. The fact that the amount which they can take out of their pension fund tax-free is 

calculated as a percentage of the fund’s value means that wealthier pensioners get more out of 

this tax subsidy than poorer ones, making it socially regressive. 

 

2) It undermines the point of pension saving 

 

The whole idea behind incentivising people to save money into pensions is that it should result 

in them having more resources in retirement, and hence less of a burden on the state during 

their later years. However, allowing people to take a quarter of the value of their pension fund 

as a lump sum completely undermines these aims because it encourages people to spend down 

a large chunk of their resources at the beginning of their retirement, rather than smoothing out 

the amount which they have saved across the whole period, as they would do if they bought a 

more generous annuity product instead.  

 

3) It increases costs for the state 

 

Pensioners who withdraw a large chunk of their accumulated pension savings up-front as a 

lump sum will end up with a lower pension income because they will have less money 

remaining in the fund to be converted into an annuity. Its value will decrease still further if they 

do not purchase inflation protection. Therefore, the tax free lump sum increases the risk of 

individuals needing to access means-tested benefits at some point during their retirement, 

creating higher costs for the state which are borne by younger generations.  

 

Potential Revenue: Rising from very little to £9.2 billion per annum in the future 

 

There are a variety of different ways in which the tax relief on pension lump sums could be 

curtailed. One obvious strategy for increasing the degree of fairness within the system would be 

to cap the amount which can be claimed tax-free in cash terms. The Pensions Policy Institute 

suggested imposing a cap of £36,000 in a paper published last year.7 

 

A more radical step would be to abolish the tax-free lump sum completely by gradually phasing 

it out over a period of years. The think tank Centre Forum have suggested that this could be 

achieved by imposing a cap on lump sums for people who already have private pension savings 

                                                           
7 Hyde, Dan (2013) “Cap tax-free pension lump-sum at £36,000” Daily Telegraph 15 July 2013 
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and not allowing further accrual towards the cap for people whose current pension savings are 

below the capped level. As people would have an incentive to stop taking lump sums altogether, 

the main benefits of this policy would gradually be felt over years to come as people substitute 

their lump sums for purchasing more generous annuities, which would give them a higher 

taxable income in retirement. The authors of the Centre Forum report estimate that this could 

eventually deliver revenues of £9.2 billion in the future, although the initial gains would be very 

small.8  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 Leunig, Tim and Corlett, Adam (2012) Tax Justice: Whatever your age London: Centre Forum 
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Why the Treasury should be concerned about 

intergenerational justice 

 

Research undertaken by the Intergenerational Foundation has shown that young people are 

both the biggest victims of Britain’s “cost of living crisis” and the group who have lost the most 

from government cuts.  

 

Their current predicament has profound implications for Britain’s economy and the future 

direction of British society, as more and more young people are finding it nearly impossible to 

achieve the milestones which would normally mark their progress towards maturity and adult 

life – such as going to university, getting their first job, moving out of their family home, forming 

relationships and having children – because of the barriers that have been placed in their way, 

including high housing costs, the shortage of jobs, falling incomes and the impacts of 

government cutbacks. Addressing all of these problems through public policy will require an 

enormous effort on the part of the government; however, there are a number of small but 

significant tweaks which HM Treasury could make to the tax system which would have a 

positive impact on improving intergenerational justice.  

 

Young people and the cost of living crisis 

 

A forthcoming research paper9 which is being published by IF demonstrates conclusively that 

young workers have been the biggest losers as a result of recent trends in the labour market in 

terms of falling real wages (Fig.3). 

 

  
Fig.3 Comparison of median gross weekly pay by age group between 1997 and 2013, at April 2013 prices10 

 

                                                           
9Kingman, David and Seager, Ashley (forthcoming) Squeezed Youth: The  Intergenerational Pay Gap and 
the Cost of Living Crisis London: IF 
10 ONS Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, editions published in each year between 1997 and 2013 
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Fig.3 shows how gross weekly pay levels changed for each group within the labour market 

between 1997 and 2013 according to the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) 

published by the ONS.  Real wages fell by nearly 20% for the youngest group of workers (those 

aged 18–21) and remained virtually stagnant (a 2% real terms increase) for workers aged 22–

29. At the same time typical workers in their fifties enjoyed a pay increase of nearly 25% in real 

terms, significantly more than that enjoyed by any other age group. Combined with rising 

inflation, this has meant that younger workers have taken an especially big hit to their quality of 

life since the beginning of the recession in 2008 (Fig.4). 

 

 
Fig.4 Annual changes in median gross weekly pay among workers aged 18–22 and 22–29 compared with CPI 

inflation11 

 

The biggest impact of these trends has been that younger households now need to devote an 

ever-increasing share of their total household expenditure to purchasing essentials. Fig.5 uses 

data from the annual Family Spending survey conducted by the ONS to construct a profile of the 

changes in gross household spending which occurred between 2007 and 2012 (using 2012 

prices) in households where the Household Reference Person (HRP) was below the age of 30: 

 

 
Fig.5 Average percentage change in annual expenditure per year for each household member within 

households where the HRP is under 30 between 2007 and 2012 (2012 prices)12 

                                                           
11 Ibid. 
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According to the same source, during the decade between 2001/02 and 2012 the cost of paying 

for housing, fuel and power rose from 15% of gross household consumption to nearly 25% for 

households where the HRP was under 30; this was both a larger overall amount and a bigger 

increase than that witnessed by households in any other age group. This is mostly due to a huge 

rise in the average amount spent on rents (Fig.6). 

 

 
Fig.6 Changes in average annual expenditure on net rent by households where the HRP is under 30, 2001–02, 

Real Terms13 

 

The squeeze on young workers which has materialised as a result of these trends represents a 

significant threat to the UK’s future prosperity. Separate research from the Institute for Fiscal 

Studies has shown that the current generation of workers who are in their mid-30s appear to be 

doing significantly worse than their parents’ generation in terms of average incomes and levels 

of asset accumulation,14 and the data which have been assembled here argue strongly that the 

prospects of the cohort who have come after them are even bleaker. The influence of these 

economic pressures is already making itself felt in the rise in the number of people aged 20–34 

who are still living with their parents rather than moving out and setting up homes of their own, 

which has increased by 25% since 1996.15 Recent research published by HSBC has argued that 

these “Property Have-Nots” will be blighted for the rest of their lives by higher housing costs 

and levels of mortgage debt, which will negatively influence their behaviour towards having 

children and saving for retirement.16 Although these problems are very complicated and they do 

not have simple solutions, the economic plight which today’s younger generation finds itself in 

is so severe that it demands action from policy-makers to do something to address it. 

 

Young People and the Cost of Austerity 

 

However, economic policy-making in Britain appears to be turning against young people. In 

addition to being the biggest victims of our cost of living crisis, they have also borne a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
12 ONS Family Spending, editions published in each year between 2001/02–2012 
13 Ibid. 
14 Hood, Andrew and Joyce, Robert (2013) The economic circumstances of cohorts born between the 1940s 
and the 1970s London: IFS 
15 ONS (2014) Young adults living with their parents, 2013 Newport: ONS 
16 HSBC (2014) Property Haves and Have-Nots - The Outlook for today's 25–36 year olds London: HSBC 
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disproportionate impact from the Coalition government’s programme of public spending 

austerity measures. This is demonstrated by modelling from the Institute of Fiscal Studies 

which shows that the tax and benefit changes introduced during the current parliament will do 

the most harm to families containing children, while having the smallest impact on pensioner 

households (Fig.7). 

 

  
Fig.7 Impact of tax and benefit changes to be introduced between 2010–11 and 2014–15 on different types of 

household17 

 

Young people appear to have been targeted disproportionately to bear the burden of austerity 

measures, despite the abundant evidence which shows that poverty in Britain has now become 

concentrated among working-age families that have children (Fig.8). 

 

 
Fig.8 Proportion of households living below the government’s official poverty line by age group, 1961–

2011/1218 

 

                                                           
17 Browne, James (2012) The Impacts of Austerity Measures on Household Incomes and Poverty London: 
Institute for Fiscal Studies 
18 JRF (2013) Long-term view of poverty York: JRF 
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The poverty rate among retired households in 2011/12 was 16%, compared to 23% among 

working-age families with children and 20% among working-age families who don’t have 

children.1920 This implies that during an era of shrinking government resources, if economic 

cutbacks have to be meted out to the population then it would be fairest to try and take away 

the least from the group with the highest levels of poverty. However, this does not seem to have 

happened, as the cuts appear to have been unfairly targeted towards young people.  

 

The reforms which have been proposed in this Budget submission would not be enough on their 

own to dramatically improve the position of young people. However, if we want Britain to have 

a tax system which treats people of all ages equally then the national insurance exemption and 

the tax-free lump sum would be a useful place to start.   

                                                           
19 JRF (2013) Data – Pensioner poverty rate over time York: JRF 
20 JRF (2013) Data – Poverty rate of working-age adults with and without children over time York: JRF 


